
Form Letter 1 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Michael
Last Name: Brandt
Email Address: mbrandt@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Michael Brandt

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:02:44



Form Letter 2 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Tyson
Last Name: Martin
Email Address: tysonjmartin@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Tyson Martin

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:01:54



Form Letter 3 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Henry
Last Name: Schlinger
Email Address: hschling@hankschlinger.com
Affiliation: 

Subject:  Pass the proposed Small Off-Road Engine Regulation to end the sale of polluting lawn
and 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Dr. Henry Schlinger

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:02:55



Form Letter 4 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jill
Last Name: Davine
Email Address: jsdavine@aol.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: ZERO EMISSIONS
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Jill Davine

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:03:48



Form Letter 5 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: James
Last Name: Dawson
Email Address: james-dawson@sbcglobal.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Clean rather then gas powered lawn equipment.
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
James Dawson

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:05:30



Form Letter 6 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Mario
Last Name: Guzman
Email Address: megg_m3@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Mario Guzman

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:06:06



Form Letter 7 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Bonnie
Last Name: Arbuckle
Email Address: trancegoddess2001@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
<Your Name>

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:06:20



Form Letter 8 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Clare
Last Name: Piaget
Email Address: cpiaget@aol.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Polluting Garden Equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation. 

Also, living in a community that has over 120 golf courses, the
daily amount of air pollution from mowers, trimmers, etc is truly
revolting. 

Thanks,Clare Piaget

Attachment: 



Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:02:33



Form Letter 9 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Rebecca
Last Name: Overmyer-Velazquez
Email Address: rebecca@cleanaircoalition.org
Affiliation: Clean Air Coalition of North Whittier an

Subject: Zero emission leaf blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and the Coordinator of the Clean Air
Coalition of North Whittier and Avocado Heights, a grassroots
environmental justice organization in LA County, and I support the
adoption of new regulations that will phase out the sale of
highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in
California beginning in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for the work you do to protect public health!
Rebecca Overmyer-Velazquez

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:05:34



Form Letter 10 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: James
Last Name: Franken
Email Address: jim_franken@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
James H Franken

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:06:51



Form Letter 11 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Elaine
Last Name: Larson
Email Address: elainelars@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Eliminate gas leaf blowers NOW
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will PROHIBIT the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
JANUARY 1, 2022.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Elaine Larson

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:02:33



Form Letter 12 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Leonie
Last Name: Terfort
Email Address: lterfort@icloud.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small Off-Road Engine Regulation to end the sale of polluting lawn and garden
equipment.
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Leonie Terfort

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:08:01



Form Letter 13 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Tom
Last Name: Johnson
Email Address: 4321tj@gmail.com
Affiliation: Fortunet Inc.

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Tom

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:07:58



Form Letter 14 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Leslie
Last Name: Smith
Email Address: lplatosmith@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Breathable Air
Comment:

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:08:24



Form Letter 15 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Gregory
Last Name: Tabat
Email Address: greg@exceptional.org
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Gregory Tabat

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:08:30



Form Letter 16 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Christopher
Last Name: Allen
Email Address: chris@valtara.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Please Adopt Proposed Amendments to the Small Off-Road Engine Regulations
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Chris Allen

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:09:51



Form Letter 17 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: James
Last Name: Feichtl
Email Address: kkidguy@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
James Feichtl

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:09:32



Form Letter 18 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: James
Last Name: Hartung
Email Address: jimhartung@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Gas-Powered Leaf Blowers and Lawn Equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
James Hartung

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:12:16



Form Letter 19 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: R.
Last Name: Zierikzee
Email Address: inor@earthlink.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
R. Zierikzee

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:14:29



Form Letter 20 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Lawrence
Last Name: Garwin
Email Address: lawrencegarwin@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Transition California away from gas powered landscaping equipment. 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:12:31



Form Letter 21 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Cody
Last Name: Dolnick
Email Address: woland92107@yahoo.com
Affiliation: Salutation*

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Cody Dolnick

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:15:35





Form Letter 22 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Elizabeth
Last Name: Bettenhausen
Email Address: elizabethbettenhausen@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: dangerous: gas-powered garden and landscape equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Elizabeth Bwettenhausen

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:13:13



Form Letter 23 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Angelica
Last Name: Brehm
Email Address: ahbrehm@icloud.com
Affiliation: 

Subject:  phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

In addition, the noise pollution caused by leaf blowers and lawn
mowers exaserbates my migraine disease which makes me very
sensitive to noise.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,

Angelica Brehm

Attachment: 



Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:13:49



Form Letter 24 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Vivian
Last Name: Deutsch
Email Address: duodeutsch@aol.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Health & Environment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Vivian Deutsch

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:15:57



Form Letter 25 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Dan
Last Name: McKirnan
Email Address: mckirnan@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small Off-Road Engine Regulations, Leaf Blowers & Mowers
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday. Additionally, the noise levels are a hazard to operators
and a clear nuisance to nearby residents.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

M. Dan McKirnan

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:08:46



Form Letter 26 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Cheryl
Last Name: Parkins
Email Address: cparkins@earthlink.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Cheryl Parkins

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:17:59



Form Letter 27 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Nabeel
Last Name: Al-Shamma
Email Address: nabeel@alshamma.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

 Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Nabeel Al-Shamma

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:18:08



Form Letter 28 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: James
Last Name: Caulkins
Email Address: jamescaulkins@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
James

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:20:05



Form Letter 29 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Mitch
Last Name: M
Email Address: mm275@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Leaf Blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Mitch

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:20:41



Form Letter 30 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Carolyn
Last Name: FERGODA
Email Address: cfergoda@gmail.com
Affiliation: Oak Creek Commons HOA

Subject: Small outdoors off road engines - Move to Zero emissions
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for your consideration and also thank you
for taking action,

Carolyn Fergoda

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:18:10



Form Letter 31 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Linda
Last Name: Sartor
Email Address: linda@monansrill.org
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

 

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:19:20



Form Letter 32 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Olga
Last Name: Mandrussow
Email Address: mandrussow@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: SUPPORT:  clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
As a long-time California resident, I support new regulations that
phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and
lawn equipment in California beginning in 2024.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for social
equity issues, allowing small landscapers to transition to new,
zero emission electric and manual equipment. This is in addition to
subsidies and buy back programs already led by air districts
throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanking you in advance for your kind consideration,
Olga Mandrussow

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:18:28



Form Letter 33 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Elise
Last Name: Beliak
Email Address: elisebeliak@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for CA transition to clean lawn equipment 
Comment:



Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Elise Beliak 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:21:32



Form Letter 34 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Johanna
Last Name: van de Woestijne
Email Address: johannacalifornia@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care
equipment   

Message: 

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Johanna van de Woestijne

Thank you for taking action,



Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:24:39



Form Letter 35 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jeffrey
Last Name: Roop
Email Address: jrroop@yahoo.ca
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Jeffrey Roop

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:27:28



Form Letter 36 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kristen
Last Name: Conner
Email Address: sheepy_bah@hotmail.com
Affiliation: Fmr CARB employee & Fmr landscaping spvr

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean landscape maintenance equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

K. Conner

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:26:22





Form Letter 37 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: David
Last Name: Doering
Email Address: davedoering@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Zero Emission Leaf Blowers Now!
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:29:32





Form Letter 38 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Robert
Last Name: Cherwink
Email Address: robertcherwink@icloud.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for your consideration.

Robert Cherwink

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:29:48





Form Letter 39 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Karl
Last Name: Eggers
Email Address: eggman84@alumni.mines.edu
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in:

1)  $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043,

2)  892 premature deaths avoided,

3)  438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma, and

4)  311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues.

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Karl Eggers

Attachment: 



Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:27:23



Form Letter 40 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Miriam
Last Name: Abramowitsch
Email Address: miriabra11@gmail.com
Affiliation: Please Select

Subject: Gas powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Miriam Abramowitsch

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:30:58



Form Letter 41 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Andre
Last Name: Tarverdians
Email Address: aidrus@cox.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Clean SOREs
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I'm including this line to indicate that I'm a real person and that
this issue is important to me.

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Andre Tarverdians 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:30:15



Form Letter 42 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Dan And Lilly
Last Name: Kittredge
Email Address: dan.kittredge@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

dan and lilly

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:34:20



Form Letter 43 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Joshua
Last Name: Dubansky
Email Address: josh@tahoewildernessmedicine.com
Affiliation: Tahoe Wilderness Medicine LLC

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Joshua Dubansky

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:35:41





Form Letter 44 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Sean
Last Name: Hagstrom
Email Address: mortsgahd@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Sean Hagstrom
Redlands, CA

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:35:47



Form Letter 45 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Ashley
Last Name: Rogers
Email Address: agrogers@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
- $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
- 892 premature deaths avoided
- 438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
- 311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,
Ashley Rogers

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:38:24





Form Letter 46 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Nancy
Last Name: Havassy
Email Address: n.havassy@att.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Many thanks,

Nancy Havassy

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:34:42



Form Letter 47 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Arlene
Last Name: Encell
Email Address: arleneenc@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Air Quality
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Arlene Encell

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:38:44



Form Letter 48 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Siobhan
Last Name: Duff
Email Address: siobhanduff@comcast.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: phase out gas powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Siobhan Duff

Thank you for taking action,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:37:05



Form Letter 49 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Holly
Last Name: Isaacson
Email Address: hollyalexa82@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Holly Isaacson 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:45:57



Form Letter 50 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Francesca
Last Name: Rago
Email Address: bah000224@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 925-457-5468

Subject: Zero Emission SOREs
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident,  and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Francesca Rago 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:47:39



Form Letter 51 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Louis
Last Name: Bennett
Email Address: ca@louisbennett.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
* $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
* 892 premature deaths avoided
* 438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
* 311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Louis Bennett

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:48:30





Form Letter 52 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Howard
Last Name: Cohen
Email Address: howard@cohensw.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.

The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.

CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in:
        - $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
        - 892 premature deaths avoided
        - 438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma
        - 311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and
cardiovascular issues.

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
    Howard J Cohen, Ph.D.
    3272 Cowper Street
    Palo Alto, CA 94306

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:53:25



Form Letter 53 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jessica
Last Name: Krick
Email Address: jkrick@caltech.edu
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Jessica Krick

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:56:24



Form Letter 54 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Maurice
Last Name: Edwards
Email Address: mauriceedwardsart@sbcglobal.net
Affiliation: mauriceedwardsart.com ILLUSTRATOR for Bo

Subject: SMALL OFF-ROAD ENGINE REGS.
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Maurice Edwards

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:57:58





Form Letter 55 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Dalia
Last Name: Salgado
Email Address: adthdfyr@aol.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: SOREs
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
D.S.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:48:50



Form Letter 56 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Charles
Last Name: Robinson
Email Address: c.q.robinson+@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks, Charles

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:59:12





Form Letter 57 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Michael
Last Name: Caplan
Email Address: michaelcaplan@comcast.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Polluting Lawn Care Equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank You,
Michael Caplan

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 09:58:39



Form Letter 58 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Christopher
Last Name: Ware
Email Address: cmdubb@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.


Thank you.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:03:25



Form Letter 59 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Garry
Last Name: Star
Email Address: gstar42@hotmail.com
Affiliation: Resident of Earth

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:03:30



Form Letter 60 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jason
Last Name: Chinn
Email Address: jpchinn@sbcglobal.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Jason Chinn

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:04:24





Form Letter 61 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kerri
Last Name: McGoldrick
Email Address: mcgoldrick.kerri@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:07:47



Form Letter 62 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Steven
Last Name: Yellin
Email Address: yellin@slac.stanford.edu
Affiliation: 

Subject: Clean leaf blowers lawn mowers, and other small off-road engines
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.

The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.

 CARB&rsquo;s public health benefit analysis determined that these
new regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
        - $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
        - 892 premature deaths avoided
        - 438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
        - 311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and
cardiovascular issuesThe California Legislature also appropriated
$30 million for your agency to distribute to small proprietor
landscapers to help them begin to acquire and transition to new,
zero emission electric and manual equipment. This is in addition to
subsidies and buy back programs already led by air districts
throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks, Steven Yellin

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:05:21



Form Letter 63 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Joan
Last Name: Henry
Email Address: 4jhenry@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Lowering pollution
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Joan Henry


Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:13:33



Form Letter 64 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: bob
Last Name: flagg
Email Address: bob@summerfieldwaldorf.org
Affiliation: 

Subject:  Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Bob Flagg

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:14:42





Form Letter 65 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Sandra
Last Name: Gamble
Email Address: sl.gamble@aol.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Sandra Gamble

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:16:53



Form Letter 66 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jeffrey
Last Name: Greif
Email Address: jgreif@alumni.princeton.edu
Affiliation: Select...

Subject: Phase out for gas-powered leaf blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Jeff Greif

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:19:53





Form Letter 67 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jessica
Last Name: Altstatt
Email Address: jessie.altstatt@gmail.com
Affiliation: -please select-

Subject: please amend and adopt SORE regulations
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a life-long California resident and I had childhood asthma and
continue to be affected by incomplete combustion of gas, especially
from gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers. 

I urge you to support the adoption of new regulations that will
phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and
lawn equipment in California beginning in 2024.
 
California continues to fail to meet national air quality
standards, which means that millions of Californians like myself
breathe unhealthy air everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you and sincerely,
Jessica Altstatt

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:17:33





Form Letter 68 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Andrea
Last Name: Whitson
Email Address: whitsonandrea@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: zero emissions
Comment:



Dear Andrea,

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) has the opportunity to
ensure that 100% of leaf blowers, lawn mowers, weed wackers and
other "Small Off-Road Engines" (SOREs) sold in the state are zero
emission.

Tell CARB to pass the proposed Small Off-Road Engine Regulation to
end the sale of polluting lawn and garden equipment.
 
Polluting smoke in air
Message CARB Now

The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers can cause
numerous health problems and contributes to poor air quality.
California consistently fails to meet national air quality
standards, which means millions of Californians breathe unhealthy
air everyday.

California's communities and environment deserve better. To ensure
that all communities have breathable air in the state, CARB must
require 100% of the SOREs sold in California to be zero emission.

CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
Tell CARB to act NOW and keep the air in California's neighborhoods
clean. You can copy and paste the message below into the "Message"
box.

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care
equipment   

Message: 

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting



gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Andrea Whitson

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:21:42



Form Letter 69 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Merrill
Last Name: Gillaspy
Email Address: merrillgillaspy@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Clean lawn care in Calif., pleeeeease
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Merrill Gillaspy

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:21:20



Form Letter 70 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Linda
Last Name: Busek
Email Address: l_busek@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Pass Small Off-Road Engine Regulations Now
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I live on the Central Coast where we
often have the worst levels of air pollution in the U.S. 

 I support the adoption of new regulations that will phase out the
sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn
equipment in California beginning in 2024. 
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Linda Busek
Arroyo Grande, CA 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:21:49



Form Letter 71 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Laura
Last Name: Chenel
Email Address: laurachenel@icloud.com
Affiliation: 

Subject:  Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Laura Chenel

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:28:15



Form Letter 72 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Robert
Last Name: Weissburg
Email Address: Rpdubya@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Clean lawn car equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Robert Weissburg 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:32:19



Form Letter 73 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Victoria
Last Name: Maxson
Email Address: victoriagmaxson@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: End the sale of polluting equipment and keep our air clean
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Victoria Maxson

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:37:31



Form Letter 74 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Lin
Last Name: Griffith
Email Address: oak2acorns@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Lawn equipment regulation
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Lin Griffith

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:37:26



Form Letter 75 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: RICHARD
Last Name: KLUNE
Email Address: rklune1@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Richard Klune

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:38:31



Form Letter 76 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kevin
Last Name: Henry
Email Address: k@severian.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,
Kevin Henry

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:36:40



Form Letter 77 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Natalie
Last Name: Blasco
Email Address: justnat@xtra.co.nz
Affiliation: 

Subject: lawn equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Natalie

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:43:14



Form Letter 78 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Robin
Last Name: Weirich 
Email Address: ocrobin21@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Robin W.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:43:26



Form Letter 79 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kevin
Last Name: Patterson
Email Address: kdpatt21@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Kevin Patterson

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:50:23



Form Letter 80 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Alice
Last Name: Neuhauser
Email Address: apntrc@msn.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: SORE Regulations
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024. For over two decades, we have used electric-powered and
human-powered equipment.  These alternatives are affordable and
readily available.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,

Alice Neuhauser

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:50:32



Form Letter 81 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Brad
Last Name: Buethe
Email Address: bradbuethe@earthlink.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: SUPPORT:  clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Brad Buethe

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:51:25



Form Letter 82 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Wendy
Last Name: McLaughlin
Email Address: wendymclaughlin@comcast.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: support for CA transition to clean lawn mowing equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:55:22



Form Letter 83 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Renee
Last Name: Cossutta
Email Address: renee@laustencossutta.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: air quality
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 10:57:34



Form Letter 84 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Benjamin
Last Name: Park
Email Address: benbe83@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Benjamin Park

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:03:33



Form Letter 85 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Lisa
Last Name: Rizzo
Email Address: lisagpoet@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject:  Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Lisa Rizzo

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:05:39





Form Letter 86 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Edward
Last Name: Fisher
Email Address: eofisher@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in:
 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:07:49



Form Letter 87 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Susan
Last Name: Goran
Email Address: susielyse@me.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Zero Emission for Lawn Equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for your consideration and helping to protect our
environment.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:08:44



Form Letter 88 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Michael
Last Name: Friedman
Email Address: mikefrdman@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:08:54



Form Letter 89 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Justin
Last Name: Lowery
Email Address: justin@justinlowery.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks, 
Justin Lowery

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:09:29



Form Letter 90 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: alma pilar
Last Name: gutierrez
Email Address: almapilarica@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject:  Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:11:34



Form Letter 91 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Edward
Last Name: Cavasian
Email Address: cavasian@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
  Edward Cavasian

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:13:42





Form Letter 92 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Annie
Last Name: Osborne
Email Address: osborne.anniem@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawnmowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air every
day.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero-emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy-back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Annie Osborne

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:16:11



Form Letter 93 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Arturo 
Last Name: Beyeler
Email Address: mountainwestonline@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Arturo Beyeler

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:16:50



Form Letter 94 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Warren
Last Name: Hageman
Email Address: magpieyb@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: California Air Quality 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Warren Hageman

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:18:17



Form Letter 95 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Karsten
Last Name: Mueller
Email Address: k.mueller@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a CA resident and I support regulations to phase out sales of
highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in
California beginning in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks, Karsten Mueller MS, PhD

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:18:31



Form Letter 96 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: David
Last Name: Gray
Email Address: dvdgray@me.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air every
day.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,
-- David Gray

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:21:30



Form Letter 97 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Anastasia
Last Name: Yovanopoulos
Email Address: shashacooks@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: phase out polluting leaf blowers
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Anastasia Yovanopoulos
SF, CA 94114

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:28:47



Form Letter 98 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kaela
Last Name: Gallagher
Email Address: kaelamarlene@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: support zero emission leaf blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Kaela

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:31:34



Form Letter 99 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Richard
Last Name: Rollins
Email Address: rrollins@rollinscs.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small Off-Road Engine Regulation
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Richard Rollins

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:31:41



Form Letter 100 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Mark
Last Name: Golembiewski
Email Address: golembiewski.ma50@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Mark Golembiewski

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:36:36



Form Letter 101 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jorge 
Last Name: De Cecco
Email Address: bndass@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Jorge De Cecco

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:41:24



Form Letter 102 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Leana
Last Name: Zang-Rosetti
Email Address: leana_r@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Pass the proposed Small Off-Road Engine Regulation 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks, Leana

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:45:42



Form Letter 103 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Russ
Last Name: Beebe
Email Address: winehiker@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Yes, We Need Zero Emission Leaf Blowers Now!
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,
Russ Beebe

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:47:03



Form Letter 104 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Oscar
Last Name: Alvarez
Email Address: ob1alvarez75@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Oscar Alvarez

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:49:39



Form Letter 105 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Paul
Last Name: Vesper
Email Address: pontiffp@comcast.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Please pass the proposed Small Off-Road Engine Regulation
Comment:



Dear Paul,

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) has the opportunity to
ensure that 100% of leaf blowers, lawn mowers, weed wackers and
other "Small Off-Road Engines" (SOREs) sold in the state are zero
emission.

Tell CARB to pass the proposed Small Off-Road Engine Regulation to
end the sale of polluting lawn and garden equipment.
 
Polluting smoke in air
Message CARB Now

The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers can cause
numerous health problems and contributes to poor air quality.
California consistently fails to meet national air quality
standards, which means millions of Californians breathe unhealthy
air everyday.

California's communities and environment deserve better. To ensure
that all communities have breathable air in the state, CARB must
require 100% of the SOREs sold in California to be zero emission.

CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
Tell CARB to act NOW and keep the air in California's neighborhoods
clean. You can copy and paste the message below into the "Message"
box.

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care
equipment   

Message: 

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting



gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Paul Ves[er

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:50:32



Form Letter 106 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kim
Last Name: Floyd
Email Address: kimffloyd@fastmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in:  * $8.8 billion in health
insurance benefits through 2043
 * 892 premature deaths avoided
 * 438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
 * 311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Kim F Floyd
44579 Sorrento CT
Palm Desert, CA 92260

Thank you for taking action,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:54:58



Form Letter 107 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Judith
Last Name: Looby
Email Address: judylooby@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: SubjecSupport for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

 

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you, 
Sincerely, 
Judith Looby

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:50:59



Form Letter 108 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Celeste
Last Name: Anacker
Email Address: celesteanacker@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Celeste Anacker

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:57:59



Form Letter 109 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Matthew
Last Name: Rivers
Email Address: mrivers4578@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043

892 premature deaths avoided

438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 

311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you. 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 11:53:57



Form Letter 110 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Rus
Last Name: Postel
Email Address: rusistan@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Leaf blowers!!!!!!
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
RUS Postal
San Rafael, CA

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:01:22





Form Letter 111 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Caroline
Last Name: Theiss-Aird
Email Address: cmtheiss57@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Pass small off road engine regulation 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:02:43



Form Letter 112 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Constance
Last Name: Starner
Email Address: cmstarner@msn.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Zero emission leaf blowers and lawn mowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Constance Starner

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:04:00



Form Letter 113 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Sylvia
Last Name: Brainin
Email Address: sbrainin@aol.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Phase our gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Sylvia Brainin 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:05:46



Form Letter 114 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: April
Last Name: Ford
Email Address: compostapril@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Phase out polluting lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.
Sincerely,
April Ford

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:06:28



Form Letter 115 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Ann
Last Name: Pinkerton
Email Address: annp23@att.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: We need clean and quiet lawn and garden equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident, and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting (and
extremely noisy) gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in
California beginning in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers causes numerous
health problems, and greatly contributes to California's
notoriously poor air quality. California continues to fail to meet
national air quality standards, which means that millions of
Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Ann Pinkerton

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:07:52



Form Letter 116 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Mark
Last Name: Kupke
Email Address: markckupke@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Mark

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:14:23



Form Letter 117 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kelly
Last Name: Cuthbertson
Email Address: kcuthbertson@gmail.com
Affiliation: Sierra Club

Subject: Ban Gas Leaf Blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for your consideration,
Kelly Cuthbertson

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:20:01



Form Letter 118 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Marine
Last Name: Lormant Sebag
Email Address: marine.lormant.sebag@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Marine Lormant

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:32:10





Form Letter 119 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Susan P.
Last Name: Walp
Email Address: susanwalp@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident, and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers causes numerous
health problems, and greatly contributes to California's
notoriously poor air quality and noise pollution. California
continues to fail to meet national air quality standards, which
means that millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy
air everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues.

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Susan

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:29:31



Form Letter 120 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Roshanne
Last Name: Aghevli
Email Address: roshanne@erabrandusa.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Air pollution - leaf blowers
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Roshanne Aghevli

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 12:47:22





Form Letter 121 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Andrew
Last Name: Mueckenberger
Email Address: a.mueckenberger@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 13:01:05



Form Letter 122 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Darrell
Last Name: Neft
Email Address: dsneft@gmail.com
Affiliation: Darrell Neft

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
	 
	I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
	 
	The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
	 
	CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in:  		 			$8.8 billion in
health insurance benefits through 2043 			892 premature deaths
avoided 			438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma  			311 fewer
hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular issues

		The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.
		
		This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the
climate crisis, improve human health, and save lives.
		
		Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.
		
		Thanks,

                Darrell Neft 


Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 13:15:22



Form Letter 123 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Dan
Last Name: Esposito 
Email Address: danjesposito@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Clean Air
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Dan Esposito 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 13:16:02





Form Letter 124 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Paul
Last Name: Van de Riet
Email Address: pjvdr@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Polluting Leaf Blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Paul Van de Riet

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 13:32:36



Form Letter 125 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Dara
Last Name: Gorelick
Email Address: daragorelick@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Dara Gorelick

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 13:44:49



Form Letter 126 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Phillip
Last Name: Farrell
Email Address: subscribe@pgfarrell.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.

In my own neighborhood, I am assaulted daily by the noise and
exhaust fumes of gasoline powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers used
by homeowners and gardeners.  These things are a public nuisance!
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 13:43:13



Form Letter 127 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Elaine 
Last Name: Harpster 
Email Address: elaineharpster@icloud.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Obnoxious leaf blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives. It will also
hopefully decrease noise pollution.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.
I will be forever grateful!
Thanks,
Elaine Harpster 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 13:46:35



Form Letter 128 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jack
Last Name: Milton
Email Address: nospray@omsoft.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Gas Powered Equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Jack Milton

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 13:50:54



Form Letter 129 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Leah
Last Name: Stern
Email Address: leahstern512@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Zero emission lawn equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Leah Stern

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:01:25



Form Letter 130 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: John
Last Name: Howard
Email Address: kjohnhoward@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
John

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:14:08



Form Letter 131 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Carol
Last Name: Wolf
Email Address: seawolfbeach@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Please Eliminate the Sale of Gas Powered Lawn Equipment in California 
Comment:



Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Carol Wolf

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:15:03



Form Letter 132 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Noah 
Last Name: Youngelson 
Email Address: Sohanmonk@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Noah Youngelson 

Thank you for taking action,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:18:30



Form Letter 133 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Judith
Last Name: Hall
Email Address: judithyhall@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Sincerely,
Judith Hall

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:29:36



Form Letter 134 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Marjory
Last Name: Keenan
Email Address: marjkeenan44@gmail.com
Affiliation: - Select -

Subject: Clean Lawn Care Equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Marjory Keenan

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:32:20



Form Letter 135 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Nanlouise
Last Name: Wolfe
Email Address: nlzwolfe@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,Nanlouise Wolfe, Santa Cruz

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:38:59



Form Letter 136 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Deborah
Last Name: Holcomb
Email Address: debgeff@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Leaf blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:45:15



Form Letter 137 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Alice
Last Name: Johnson
Email Address: helaman1@att.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for 
Comment:

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care
equipment   

Message: 

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Alice Johnson

Attachment: 



Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:49:28



Form Letter 138 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Alice
Last Name: Johnson
Email Address: helaman1@att.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board,
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Alice Johnson

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 14:49:28



Form Letter 139 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Nicholas
Last Name: Sully
Email Address: NIXTER1@GMAIL.COM
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Nicholas Sully

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:00:24





Form Letter 140 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Noah
Last Name: Armstrong
Email Address: noah.armstrong@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Please require 100% of the SOREs sold in California to be zero
emission

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Noah Armstrong

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:04:58



Form Letter 141 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Alan
Last Name: Schenck
Email Address: aschenck771@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:18:35



Form Letter 142 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kristen
Last Name: Manies
Email Address: brainardfamily@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Amend SORE regulations to phase out small gas powered engines
Comment:

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of these machines causes numerous health problems, and
greatly contributes to California's notoriously poor air quality
such that California continues to fail to meet national air quality
standards. These new regulations will result in fewer premature
deaths, emergency room visits, and hospitalizations. 

The reasons and the fact that the California Legislature
appropriated $30 million for your agency to distribute to small
proprietor landscapers to help them begin to acquire and transition
to new, zero emission electric and manual equipment means that
there is no reason not to act now.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:19:16



Form Letter 143 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Joan
Last Name: Hebert
Email Address: joanheb@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I whole-heartedly support the
adoption of new regulations that will phase out the sale of
highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in
California beginning in 2024 (if not sooner!).
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for your consideration!

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:20:07





Form Letter 144 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: elliot
Last Name: helman
Email Address: muzungu_X@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment
Comment:

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:25:30



Form Letter 145 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kim
Last Name: Messmer
Email Address: kimmessmerphoto@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Phase out gas-powered blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Kim Messmer. 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:27:41



Form Letter 146 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: margaret
Last Name: bollock
Email Address: magi@hippocampus.com
Affiliation: Sierra Club 

Subject: We Need Zero Emission Leaf Blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
 $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
 892 premature deaths avoided
 438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
 311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Margaret Bollock

Thank you for taking action,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:30:49



Form Letter 147 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Joel
Last Name: Sokolsky
Email Address: esthersfolks@sbcglobal.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Pass the Proposed Small Off-Road Engine Regulation
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Joel B. Sokolsky

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:40:42



Form Letter 148 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jym
Last Name: Dyer
Email Address: jym+gp@econet.org
Affiliation: 

Subject: Please Approve SORE
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Jym Dyer

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:50:16



Form Letter 149 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Karen
Last Name: Donaldson
Email Address: kdonaldson@nccn.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board: 
 
I am a California resident and support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:01:05



Form Letter 150 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jenny
Last Name: Wilder
Email Address: JENSOASIS@AOL.COM
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Jenny Wilder

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 15:59:58



Form Letter 151 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Samantha
Last Name: Moulton
Email Address: gr8samwich@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Samantha Moulton

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:08:21



Form Letter 152 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Joyce 
Last Name: Smith 
Email Address: jsmith95367@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:06:25



Form Letter 153 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Caitlin
Last Name: Langan
Email Address: caitlin_leeger@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,
Caitlin Leeger Langan

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:14:02



Form Letter 154 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jeff
Last Name: Matsuno
Email Address: jeff.matsuno@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: leaf blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems,greatly contributes to California's
notoriously poor air quality, and creates a noise nuisance.
California continues to fail to meet national air quality
standards, which means that millions of Californians like myself
breathe unhealthy air everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:16:32



Form Letter 155 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: dan
Last Name: berger
Email Address: daniel_berger@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Zero Emission Leaf Blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Dan Berger

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:19:07



Form Letter 156 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Kim
Last Name: Knox
Email Address: kim@kk2.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Kim Knox

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:38:44



Form Letter 157 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Susan
Last Name: Wright
Email Address: wrytesuzette@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: CARB
Comment:



Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:39:42



Form Letter 158 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: darynne
Last Name: jessler
Email Address: darynnej@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:


 
Dear Darynne,

The California Air Resources Board (CARB) has the opportunity to
ensure that 100% of leaf blowers, lawn mowers, weed wackers and
other "Small Off-Road Engines" (SOREs) sold in the state are zero
emission.



Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,



Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:49:03



Form Letter 159 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Christian
Last Name: Heinold
Email Address: cheinold@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Christian

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 16:54:32



Form Letter 160 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Roshan
Last Name: Reporter
Email Address: Rreporter@sbcglobal.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Roshan Reporter

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:15:23



Form Letter 161 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Thorsten
Last Name: Ostrander
Email Address: ttostr@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Blue skies
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Please do the right thing.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:16:52





Form Letter 162 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: David
Last Name: Boyer
Email Address: david.boyer@stanfordalumni.org
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of my views.

Sincerely,

David Boyer

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:18:49



Form Letter 163 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: anita
Last Name: simons
Email Address: asimonsays@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:27:15





Form Letter 164 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Vincent
Last Name: Campisi
Email Address: fender661@charter.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Vincent Campisi

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:32:33



Form Letter 165 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Victoria 
Last Name: Johnson
Email Address: Vrj15@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

  Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.
With this amendment, air pollution with lessen at a local level and
save many from asthma. It's a move in the correct direction for a
healthier life and environment.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:33:52



Form Letter 166 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Cheryl
Last Name: Schmidt
Email Address: schmidthaus1@comcast.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Air pollution
Comment:



Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
<Your Name>

Thank you for taking action,
Cheryl Schmidt

Attachment: 



Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:40:38



Form Letter 167 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: joe
Last Name: smith
Email Address: memoriesjc@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: sore
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:42:36



Form Letter 168 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Alice
Last Name: Polesky
Email Address: askalice@pacbell.net
Affiliation: none

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Alice Polesky

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:53:38



Form Letter 169 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jane
Last Name: Nachazel-Ruck
Email Address: antjn4tprch@sbcglobal.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Engine regulations - Zero emissions
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks you for your concern,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:55:14



Form Letter 170 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Joe
Last Name: LeBlanc
Email Address: leblancjoe2@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Clean Air Now!
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you!
Joe LeBlanc

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 17:58:24



Form Letter 171 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Artineh
Last Name: Havan
Email Address: artinehh@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Zero Emission Leaf Blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
*$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
*892 premature deaths avoided
*438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
*311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Artineh

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 18:05:24



Form Letter 172 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: David
Last Name: Harpster
Email Address: dharpster@san.rr.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: leaf blowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
David A Harpster

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 18:21:19



Form Letter 173 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Tracy
Last Name: Gibbons
Email Address: tracy@coastwiseconsulting.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care
equipment   

Message: 

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Tracy Gibbons
Los Altos



Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 18:20:30



Form Letter 174 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Victor
Last Name: Nepomnyashchy
Email Address: vicnep@aol.com
Affiliation: --None--

Subject: leaf-blower pollution
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Victor Nepomnyashchy
North Hills, CA  91343

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 18:24:13





Form Letter 175 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Angela
Last Name: Isaacs
Email Address: aklew@weesap.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: SOREs
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,
Angela Isaacs

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 18:32:11



Form Letter 176 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Lynda
Last Name: Cahn
Email Address: llcahn@gmail.com
Affiliation: Mrs

Subject: Small off road engine
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,
Lynda Cahn

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 18:34:13



Form Letter 177 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Stephanie
Last Name: de los Rios
Email Address: ssbunnies@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
stephanie de los Rios

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 18:44:38



Form Letter 178 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Val and Kirk
Last Name: Marshall
Email Address: hornbeamval@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: SOREs
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation. Thank you.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 18:47:57



Form Letter 179 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Robert
Last Name: Snyder
Email Address: snyder_rob@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 19:14:25





Form Letter 180 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: G.
Last Name: Saffren
Email Address: gsaffren@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
G. Saffren

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 19:13:23



Form Letter 181 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Russell
Last Name: Weisz
Email Address: russweisz1@gmail.com
Affiliation: Please Select

Subject: Pass the proposed Small Off-Road Engine Regulation
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks, Russell Weisz

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 19:26:51



Form Letter 182 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Eric
Last Name: Ericson
Email Address: jbking2@icloud.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Eric Ericson OD

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 19:40:59



Form Letter 183 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Stephen
Last Name: Zelman
Email Address: zeltunes@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small Off-Road Engine Regulations
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Steve Zelman

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 19:46:49



Form Letter 184 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Joe
Last Name: Salazar
Email Address: joesalazar19@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Keep our air clean
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Joe Salazar
610 Cherrywood Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95407

Attachment: 



Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 19:55:02



Form Letter 185 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Shannon
Last Name: McEntee
Email Address: shannonrmcentee@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for CA's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Shannon McEntee


Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 19:56:41



Form Letter 186 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jane
Last Name: Forbes
Email Address: jcox2002@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: phasing out polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Jane Forbes

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 20:07:55



Form Letter 187 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Allen
Last Name: Bohnert
Email Address: allenbohnert@hotmail.com
Affiliation: retired

Subject: Elimination of gas-powered leaf plowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
y family and I are California residents and we fully support the
adoption of new regulations that will phase out the sale of
highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in
California beginning in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 20:08:54





Form Letter 188 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Ryan
Last Name: Acebo
Email Address: rbunson@outlook.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,
Ryan

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 20:31:11



Form Letter 189 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Chris
Last Name: Eaton
Email Address: ceaton7777@gmail.com
Affiliation: Sierra Club

Subject: Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:


Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Chris Eaton

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 20:36:04





Form Letter 190 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Steven
Last Name: Bal
Email Address: sbal619@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Proposed Amendments to Small Off-Road Engine Regulations
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I strongly support the adoption of
new regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues.

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 20:38:34



Form Letter 191 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Martha
Last Name: Carrington
Email Address: MyYogananda@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Passage of Small Off-Road Engine Regulation
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Martha Carrington

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 20:44:31



Form Letter 192 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: John 
Last Name: Oda
Email Address: Jandjoda@aol.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small off road engines
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
John Oda

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 20:54:03



Form Letter 193 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Carmela
Last Name: Vignocchi
Email Address: stellacarmela@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident, grew up in Upland CA in the 60s & 70's
and I have difficulty breathing because of the smog, smudge pots
burning oil to keep the citrus trees from frost damage. I doesn't
have to be this way for children only if we STOP polluting the air
with gas-powered landscape equipment!! Lawn mowers, leaf blowers,
and the trucks that haul this equipment from neighborhood to
neighborhood

I support the adoption of new regulations that will phase out the
sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn
equipment in California beginning in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. 

California continues to fail to meet national air quality
standards, which means that millions of Californians like myself
breathe unhealthy air everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for your consideration
Carmela Vignocchi



Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 20:59:21



Form Letter 194 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Pamela
Last Name: Westlund
Email Address: westlundp@cox.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Pamela Westlund

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 21:17:00



Form Letter 195 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Daniel
Last Name: Medrano
Email Address: d.medrano87@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: zero emission SOREs
Comment:

I  am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Daniel Medrano

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 21:43:24



Form Letter 196 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: David
Last Name: Ely
Email Address: dlely@juno.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's Transition to Clean Lawn Care Equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board:

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gasoline-powered small off-road engines (SORE) in California
beginning in 2024.

The use of gasoline-powered lawn mowers, leaf blowers, and weed
trimmers in particular, causes numerous health problems, and
greatly contributes to California's notoriously poor air quality. 
 California continues to fail to meet national air quality
standards, which means that millions of Californians like myself
breathe unhealthy air everyday.

CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in:

$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment.  This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 21:40:07





Form Letter 197 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: winifred
Last Name: hopkins
Email Address: winnih@earthlink.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Winifred Hopkins

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 21:59:46



Form Letter 198 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Genevieve
Last Name: Herrick
Email Address: jennieherrick@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject:  Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Genevieve Herrick 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 22:20:11



Form Letter 199 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Will
Last Name: Agee
Email Address: will_agee@yahoo.com
Affiliation: Gods' Grace Outreach Ministries,Internat

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Will

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 23:33:33





Form Letter 200 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Eileen
Last Name: Taschereau
Email Address: eileentaschereau@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Eileen Taschereau

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-17 23:55:45



Form Letter 201 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Camille
Last Name: Gilbert
Email Address: camillegilbert@aol.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Camille Gilbert

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 00:02:44



Form Letter 202 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Laura
Last Name: Overmann
Email Address: overmann@earthlink.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers, etc.
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Laura Overmann

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 02:38:21



Form Letter 203 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Meera
Last Name: Velu
Email Address: mvelu@tutanota.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Meera

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 04:42:57



Form Letter 204 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Andy
Last Name: Lupenko
Email Address: fccsd@sbcglobal.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small Engine Regulations
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Sincerely,

Andy Lupenko

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 05:47:30





Form Letter 205 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Dell
Last Name: Richardson
Email Address: Dellnjoe@comcast.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: phase out the sale of  gas-powered lawn equipment i
Comment:



Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks
Dell Richardson

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 06:37:41



Form Letter 206 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: kimble
Last Name: darlington
Email Address: kimble101@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Phasing Out Gas-Powered Lawn Equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.

Across the street from my home, every week, one crew works 3 yards
which results in 8 hours of non-stop noise and nauseous fumes.  And
there are 2 other crews who service homes on my street.  These
crews have up to 6 people using various pieces of highly-polluting
equipment all at once. 
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Kind Regards,
Kimble Darlington

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 06:47:26



Form Letter 207 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Nastassia
Last Name: Patin
Email Address: nvpatin@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Nastassia

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 07:06:40



Form Letter 208 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: John
Last Name: Crahan
Email Address: jscrahan@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Proposed Amendments to the Small Off-Road Engine Regulations
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
John Crahan

Thank you for taking action,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 07:29:13



Form Letter 209 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jennifer
Last Name: Tomassi
Email Address: jtmassi@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
<Your Name>

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 07:37:03



Form Letter 210 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Muriel
Last Name: Spooner
Email Address: murielspooner@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives. Additionally, this
regulation is a quick and relatively inexpensive way to improve air
quality and should be implemented as soon as possible.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Muriel Spooner

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 07:45:13



Form Letter 211 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Ellen
Last Name: McCann
Email Address: ellenmccann63@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Ellen McCann

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 08:48:16





Form Letter 212 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Rachel
Last Name: Kelley
Email Address: rachelbernota@gmail.com
Affiliation: Air Breather

Subject: Please phase out single stroke engines
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.

I live in a dense, R2 neighborhood in Santa Monica. Despite the
regulation banning leaf blowers here, nobody is enforcing it. I
call code enforcement frequently, and rarely has there been a
remedy. My house is downwind of a large multi-unit building and in
the summer especially, the gasoline fumes from single stroke engine
yard tools fills my open house (we have no AC) almost daily. I
don't know when to shut my windows and I am always too late. It is
bad enough to have the increasing summer heat these days, but to
have to close up your house because the air is toxic in 90 degree
heat is doubly unhealthy. I can't escape the fumes inside my house
by going out into my yard because the fumes are pooling there. I
get headaches, and I feel terrible about what it is doing to my
kids. This is a "no-brainer". Gardeners need to return to rakes,
brooms, and buy rechargeable mowers (like me).
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate



crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 08:44:04



Form Letter 213 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Maija
Last Name: Schaefer
Email Address: maija@brasslantern.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Phasing out gas-powered landscaping equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's poor air quality.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular  
  issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 10:11:48



Form Letter 214 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Judy
Last Name: Schultz
Email Address: heyjudenf@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Gas-powered leaf blowers and other 2 stroke engines
Comment:

As a nurse, I have been deeply concerned about the air pollution
and climate effects caused by gas-powered leaf blowers and other
two-stroke engines for many years.  The egregious amount of air
pollution created by the use of these motors is well-documented,
and there are much cleaner alternatives available for tools and
vehicles now powered by these gasoline motors.

The emissions from these motors are also disproportionately
contributing to the climate crisis, which has already resulted in
horrible damage to California in the forms of drought and
wildfires, to name just two.

In my opinion, these motors should have been banned years ago, but
since they have not been banned, I am writing to ask that you adopt
new regulations that will at least phase out the sale of
highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in
California beginning in 2024.  Better yet, please phase out the
sale in 2022 and enact a total ban by 2024.
 
The California Legislature has appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment, in addition to subsidies and buy back programs
already led by air districts throughout the state.  We cannot allow
the continued damage these motors do to persist for economic
reasons that can be more easily overcome than the health and
climate effects of their pollution.

So, please adopt the regulation to phase these motors out in the
fastest, strongest way possible.

Thank you for your consideration.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 10:32:21



Form Letter 215 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Stephen
Last Name: Ludwig
Email Address: ludwigact@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.

The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Stephen Ludwig

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 10:47:22



Form Letter 216 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Lynn
Last Name: Gordon
Email Address: descommercial@earthlink.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: SORE regulations
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
As a California resident and a public health educator, I support
the adoption of new regulations that will phase out the sale of
highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in
California beginning in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's poor air quality. California continues to fail to meet
national air quality standards, which means that millions of
Californians breathe unhealthy air everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Sincerely yours,
Lynn Gordon

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 11:37:38



Form Letter 217 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Margaret
Last Name: Doty
Email Address: stdoty@sonic.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Margaret T Doty

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 13:26:34





Form Letter 218 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jesse
Last Name: Eppinger
Email Address: j_scott91@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small off-road engine regulation
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Jesse Eppinger

Thank you for taking action,

Daniel Barad
Policy Advocate

Attachment: 



Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 16:14:56



Form Letter 219 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Nancy
Last Name: Hubbs-Chang
Email Address: Squirebran@earthlink.net
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident in Los Angeles County and I support the
adoption of new regulations that will phase out the sale of
highly-polluting gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in
California beginning in 2024. Hopefully, this will NOT be
prohibitively expensive for landscaping companies; it should not be
construed by manufacturers as an excuse to increase prices to the
point where landscaping companies would need egregious amounts of
financial assistance to comply, above and beyond what is currently
available.
 
But the use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in
particular causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes
to California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues
to fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday, and I have asthma (and sensitivity to the noise pollution
produced as well by gas-powered SOREs, but that's a different
focus).
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma (I personally
haven't had to go yet, but it's been a near thing more than once)
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,




Nancy

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 17:40:32



Form Letter 220 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: B.
Last Name: Chan
Email Address: bettechan@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

B. Chan

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 18:41:26



Form Letter 221 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Thomas
Last Name: Carlino
Email Address: crb@axomoxa.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 19:12:09



Form Letter 222 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Keith
Last Name: Rhinehart
Email Address: kdragonfire@dslextreme.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 20:42:46





Form Letter 223 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Tom
Last Name: Slone
Email Address: tslone1@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you for your consideration.
Tom SLone

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 22:23:31





Form Letter 224 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Tawny
Last Name: MacMillan
Email Address: tawnymacmillan@gmail.com
Affiliation: -- Select --

Subject: CARB
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-18 23:42:30



Form Letter 225 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Michele
Last Name: Halligan
Email Address: mahalligan1@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Please  pass the proposed Small Off-Road Engine Regulation 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank-you for your consideration.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-19 13:02:31



Form Letter 226 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Steven
Last Name: Holzberg
Email Address: sholzberg@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject:  Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in:

$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Steve Holzberg

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-19 17:32:05



Form Letter 227 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: David
Last Name: Gassman
Email Address: dfgassman@aol.com
Affiliation: Bay Area - System Change not Climate Cha

Subject: Pass  Small Off-Road Engine Regulation
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-19 20:07:31



Form Letter 228 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Tim
Last Name: Katz
Email Address: tim.katz@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Tim

Thank you for taking action,

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-20 07:09:08



Form Letter 229 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Helen
Last Name: Johnson
Email Address: hj_swampgirl@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small Off-Road Engine Regulation
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident asking you to adopt new regulations that
will phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf
blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning in 2024.

The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers can cause
numerous health problems and contributes to poor air quality.
California consistently fails to meet national air quality
standards, which means millions of Californians breathe unhealthy
air everyday.

California's communities and environment deserve better. To ensure
that all communities have breathable air in the state, please
require 100% of the Small Off-Road Engines sold in California to be
zero emission.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-20 10:24:01



Form Letter 230 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Richard
Last Name: Kasbo
Email Address: kasbor123@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small Off-Road Engine Regulation to end the sale of polluting lawn and garden
equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Richard Kasbo

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-20 11:22:41





Form Letter 231 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Hod
Last Name: Gray
Email Address: bosshod@mac.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Small Off-Road Engine Regulations
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I live in Lompoc and strongly support adoption of new regulations
that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered leaf
blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems and exacerbates California's
notoriously poor air quality. California continues to fail to meet
national air quality standards; millions of Californians breathe
unhealthy air everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

The conclusion here is obvious: Please approve and amend the SORE
regulations per staff recommendation.

Thanks,
Hod Gray

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-20 16:07:59





Form Letter 232 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Deepali
Last Name: Panjabi
Email Address: dpanjabi@hotmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment  
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Deepali Panjabi

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-20 18:53:19



Form Letter 233 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: John
Last Name: Cordes
Email Address: mrjohncordes@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Please ban the sale of gas powered tools.
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero-emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy-back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
John Cordes

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-21 10:11:29



Form Letter 234 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Mike
Last Name: Laponis
Email Address: Mlaponis@laverne.edu
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

Michael Laponis

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-21 20:44:48



Form Letter 235 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Claudia
Last Name: Gonzalez
Email Address: claudia.gonzalez2@laverne.edu
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

    $8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
    892 premature deaths avoided
    438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
    311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Claudia Gonzalez

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-22 08:51:13



Form Letter 236 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Carol
Last Name: Ruth
Email Address: carolruth1@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Ban Gas Leaf Blowers now
Comment:

The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers can cause
numerous health problems and contributes to poor air quality.
California consistently fails to meet national air quality
standards, which means millions of Californians breathe unhealthy
air everyday. CARB must require 100% of the SOREs sold in
California to be zero emission now.

CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
A huge decline in carbon emissions to curb climate change
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
Decreased noise pollution in neighborhoods

This ban is long overdue and needs to be implemented as soon as
possible.
Many thanks!

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-22 13:42:13



Form Letter 237 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Thomas
Last Name: Knecht, MD, PhD
Email Address: th.pa.knecht@gmail.com
Affiliation: El Dorado Community Health Centers

Subject: Gas powered yard equipment
Comment:

I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-22 14:05:15



Form Letter 238 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Joslyn
Last Name: Baxter
Email Address: joslyn.baxter@gmail.com
Affiliation: Sierra Club

Subject: Zero Emissions
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you.

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-22 18:35:22



Form Letter 239 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Valerie
Last Name: Ventre-Hutton
Email Address: vcventre@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Proposed Amendment to Small Off-Road engine regs
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and support the adoption of new
regulations that phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered
leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards. Thi means that
millions of Californians like myself, my grandchildren and my
entire community breathe unhealthy air everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
892 premature deaths avoided;
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma; 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues.
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives. 

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you, Valerie Ventre-Hutton

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-22 19:18:42



Form Letter 240 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Wesley
Last Name: Reutimann
Email Address: wesleyreutimann@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for CA's transition to clean yard equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Board, 
 
As a California resident who supports the adoption of new
regulations to phase out the sale of highly-polluting gas-powered
leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning in 2024, I
urge you to please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the
staff recommendation.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. As you know California
continues to fail to meet national air quality standards, which
means that millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy
air everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 

$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues

The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you!

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  



Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-23 06:28:27



Form Letter 241 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Utkarsh
Last Name: Nath
Email Address: utkarsh.nath@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Climate Change
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Utkarsh Nath

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-23 22:21:42



Form Letter 242 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: TONY
Last Name: LAVICTOIRE
Email Address: tonylavictoire@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment   
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Tony Lavictoire

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-24 09:31:04



Form Letter 243 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Sarah
Last Name: Stiles
Email Address: fire@SarahStiles.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Sarah Stiles

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-24 11:43:30





Form Letter 244 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Stephanie
Last Name: Clark
Email Address: scrayess@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment 
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Dr. Stephanie Clark

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-24 16:10:59



Form Letter 245 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Noah
Last Name: Mabon
Email Address: noahmabon@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Removal of Gas Leafblowers
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,

Noah Mabon

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-25 07:13:16





Form Letter 246 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Anthony
Last Name: Avila
Email Address: ajavila51@aol.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for AB 1342
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks, 
Anthony Avila

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-25 21:58:26



Form Letter 247 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Pamela
Last Name: Gibberman
Email Address: pgibberman@gmail.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thanks,
Pamela Gibberman

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-27 13:36:37



Form Letter 248 for Comment 128 for Amendments to the Small Off-Road
Engine Regulations: Transition to Zero Emissions (sore2021) - 45 Day.

First Name: Jessica
Last Name: Heiden
Email Address: jlhiowa2@yahoo.com
Affiliation: 

Subject: Support for California's transition to clean lawn care equipment
Comment:

Dear Chair Randolph and Members of the Board, 
 
I am a California resident and I support the adoption of new
regulations that will phase out the sale of highly-polluting
gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn equipment in California beginning
in 2024.
 
The use of gas-powered leaf blowers and lawn mowers in particular
causes numerous health problems, and greatly contributes to
California's notoriously poor air quality. California continues to
fail to meet national air quality standards, which means that
millions of Californians like myself breathe unhealthy air
everyday.
 
CARB's public health benefit analysis determined that these new
regulations, if adopted, will result in: 
$8.8 billion in health insurance benefits through 2043
892 premature deaths avoided
438 fewer emergency room visits for asthma 
311 fewer hospitalizations for respiratory and cardiovascular
issues
The California Legislature also appropriated $30 million for your
agency to distribute to small proprietor landscapers to help them
begin to acquire and transition to new, zero emission electric and
manual equipment. This is in addition to subsidies and buy back
programs already led by air districts throughout the state.

This regulation will improve air quality, help to slow the climate
crisis, improve human health, and save lives.

Please approve and amend the SORE regulations per the staff
recommendation.

Thank you,
Jessica Heiden
Eureka, CA 

Attachment: 

Original File Name:  

Date and Time Comment Was Submitted: 2021-11-28 18:30:36




